INTRODUCTION
The reionization of hydrogen in the intergalactic medium (IGM) is a landmark event in the early history of structure formation, because it defines the moment at which galaxies (and black holes) affected every baryon in the Universe. As such, it has received a great deal of attention -both observationally and theoretically -in the past several years. Unfortunately, the existing observational evidence is enigmatic (see Fan et al. 2006 for a recent review). Electron scattering of cosmic microwave background photons implies that reionization occurred at z ∼ 10, albeit with a large uncertainty (Page et al. 2007 ). On the other hand, Lyα forest spectra of quasars at z ∼ 6 show some evidence for a rapid transition in the globally-averaged neutral fraction,xHI (e.g., Fan et al. 2006) . However the Lyα absorption is so saturated in the Gunn & Peterson (1965) trough (with optical depth τGP > ∼ 10 5x HI) that constraints derived from that spectral region Maselli et al. 2007 ) are difficult to interpret (e.g, Lidz et al. 2006; Becker et al. 2007) .
Another probe is the red damping wing of the IGM Lyα absorption: the line is so saturated at these redshifts that even photons that are emitted redward of the Lyα resonance can suffer significant absorption from the strong damping wings of that transition. This has a number of consequences for high-redshift observations.
For example, surveys that search for high-z galaxies through their Lyα emission lines will find fewer and fewer galaxies as the IGM becomes more and more neutral (Haiman 2002; Santos 2004) , although galaxy clustering strongly moderates this decline Mesinger & Furlanetto 2007b) . Such surveys have now detected objects at z ∼ 6.5-9 (e.g., Kashikawa et al. 2006; Iye et al. 2006; Stark et al. 2007 ), but their implications for reionization are unclear (Malhotra & Rhoads 2004; Haiman & Cen 2005; Malhotra & Rhoads 2006; Kashikawa et al. 2006; Dawson et al. 2007; Dijkstra et al. 2007; Mesinger & Furlanetto 2007b) .
The evolution of galaxy abundances and clustering measures the damping wing absorption in a statistical sense, but even more information can potentially be gleaned from the damping wing absorption profiles in individual objects (Miralda-Escudé 1998). For the galaxies described above, this information is difficult to extract because of their faintness and the complicated origins of their Lyα emission lines ).
However, high signal-to-noise spectra of bright objects could be extremely helpful. If the damping wing profile from IGM absorption can be isolated from these spectra, this would provide detailed information on the neutral gas along each particular line of sight (LOS) -rather than the statistical information available from most other probes. This is very useful, as reionization is expected to be highly inhomogeneous.
There are two candidates for such high signal-to-noise spectra at high-redshifts: quasars and gamma-ray bursts (GRBs). Quasars present several challenges: complicated intrinsic spectra, biased IGM environments (Barkana & Loeb 2004; Lidz et al. 2007) , and c 0000 RAS large HII regions (which significantly weaken the damping wing absorption redward of the quasar Lyα line, and can necessitate detailed spectral analysis of the blue side of the line; Madau & Rees 2000; . Nevertheless, there have already been two claims of damping wing detections in high-redshift spectra, both using quasars from the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS). detected axHI ∼ > 0.2 damping wing through the decreased fluctuations in the total Lyα optical depth near the edge of the HII region surrounding J1030+0524 (zS = 6.28). Similarly, by simulating the optical depth distributions blueward of the Lyα line center and comparing them with deep observations, Mesinger & Haiman (2007) detected the presence of axHI ∼ > 0.033 damping wing in the spectra of J1030+0524 and J1623+3112 (zS = 6.22). The maximum likelihood was at xHI = 1 for both quasars.
The second set of candidates, GRBs, have fewer obstacles to overcome. Long-duration GRBs are believed to be remnants of massive stars (and so trace the bulk of the star formation, which probably occurs in lower-mass halos with more "typical" IGM environments), and their afterglows have extremely simple power-law intrinsic spectra (see, e.g., Piran 2005 for a review). The event rates at high redshifts may be quite high, and cosmological time-dilation helps to identify the sources when they are still bright (Bromm & Loeb 2002; Ciardi & Loeb 2000; Lamb & Reichart 2000; Mesinger et al. 2005) . As a result, there is a great deal of optimism in the literature regarding their potential for damping-wing measurements (e.g. Miralda-Escudé 1998; Barkana & Loeb 2004) . The highest-redshift GRB afterglow observed so far (at z ≈ 6.3), has already been used to constrain the global neutral fraction at that time Totani et al. 2006 ). Unfortunately, this object illustrates the major difficulty with the red damping wing test for GRBs: intrinsic absorption in the host galaxies (Miralda-Escudé 1998). Most GRBs are now known to have large columns of associated neutral hydrogen (Vreeswijk et al. 2004; Chen et al. 2005) . Roughly 20% of well-studied objects have NHI < ∼ 10 20 cm −2 (Chen et al. 2007 ), although nearly all of the objects in this sample are at z < ∼ 6. The z ≈ 6.3 GRB does appear to have intrinsic absorption with NHI ∼ 10 21.6 cm −2 (Totani et al. 2006) , which makes it difficult to constrain the IGM absorption. In principle, it is still possible because isolated HI absorbers have different spectral profiles than the IGM (with the optical depth inversely proportional to the wavelength offset squared for isolated absorbers, and to the wavelength offset itself for the IGM). The two sources can then be separated by looking at the shape of the absorption. Totani et al. (2006) found a best fit withxHI = 0 and estimated thatxHI < ∼ 0.17 (0.60) at 68% (95%) confidence. Better constraints will require faster followup (when the afterglow is brighter) and systems with less intrinsic absorption.
To date, the red damping wing test has generally been assumed to be simple and straightforward. It is usually argued that the absorption is sensitive to a large path length in the IGM, so that small-scale clumpiness can be ignored and that the ionized fraction can be taken to be uniform (for an exception, see Barkana 2002) . However, most models of reionization have much more inhomogeneous distributions of neutral and ionized gas, with discrete HII regions surrounding clusters of galaxies, and a sea of nearly neutral gas separating them (e.g., Arons & Wingert 1972; Shapiro & Giroux 1987) . Such a picture is inevitable when hot stars ionize the gas. Moreover, the most recent models show that the ionized bubbles can become quite large even relatively early in reionization, with sizes > ∼ 10 Mpc whenxHI ∼ 0.5 Iliev et al. 2006; Zahn et al. 2007; Mesinger & Furlanetto 2007a) . Because the damping wing is sensitive to fluctuations on Mpc scales, it is actually not a good approximation to take the IGM ionized fraction to be constant. In this paper, we will examine whether (and how) the damping wing can actually be used to constrain the reionization process. We summarize the basic physics of the line in §2. We then examine a series of toy models of the "picket-fence" absorption typical of the IGM during reionization in §3. In particular, we show that interpreting measurements with the naive view of a uniform IGM is not only subject to significant scatter (from the different networks of ionized bubbles intersected along different lines of sight) but also a substantial systematic bias. In §4, we describe the "semi-numeric" simulations used to generate our main results, which we present in §5. This more detailed picture confirms that scatter between different lines of sight and bias relative to the naive view will be critical in interpreting any observed sources. Finally, we conclude in §6.
When this project was nearing completion, we learned of a similar effort by and refer the reader there for a complementary discussion.
In our numerical calculations, we assume a cosmology with Ωm = 0.26, ΩΛ = 0.74, Ω b = 0.044, H = 100h km s
(with h = 0.74), n = 0.95, and σ8 = 0.8, consistent with the most recent measurements (Spergel et al. 2007) . Unless otherwise specified, we use comoving units for all distances.
THE Lyα DAMPING WING
We compute the total Lyα optical depth at an observed wavelength λ obs = λα(1 + z) along a line of sight (LOS) centered on a halo at zS. We do this by summing the damping wing optical depth, τD, contribution from each neutral hydrogen patch (extending from z bi to zei for the ith patch, with z bi > zei) encountered along the LOS, using the approximation (Miralda-Escudé 1998):
where τGP ≈ 7.16 × 10 5 [(1 + zS)/10] 3/2 is the Gunn & Peterson (1965) optical depth of the IGM in our cosmology, Rα = Λ/(4πνα), Λ = 6.25 × 10 8 s −1 is the decay constant for the Lyα resonance, and να = 2.47 × 10 15 Hz is the rest frequency of the Lyα line. Finally,
This expression is only valid far from line center, but that is acceptable because the optical depth is so large (and therefore unmeasurable) at line center anyway. It also assumes Ωm(z) = 1, which is an excellent approximation at the high redshifts relevant here. For the remainder of this paper, we will assume that xHI(i) = 1: in other words, the neutral patches between ionized zones are indeed fully neutral. This is an excellent approximation in numerical simulations of reionization by hot stars (although less good if X-rays contribute substantially).
For the analytic calculations in the following section, it is useful to approximate I(x) by its asymptotic limit when |x − 1| ≪ 1. In that limit, equation (1) can be written
where R bi and Rei are the comoving distances from redshift z to redshifts z bi and zei, the beginning and end of the ith neutral patch in redshift space. Note that we have further assumed zei ≈ z bi ≈ z (which is an excellent approximation in most of the cases of interest). Although this asymptotic form is not accurate enough for detailed calculations or inferences from observations, it contains all of the essential features of the damping wing solution and so is useful to understand the source of many of the effects we will describe. We will also use wavelength units, ∆λ obs = λ obs − λα(1 + z bi ). The R −1 bi ∼ (λ obs /∆λ obs ) decline of equation (3) is much gentler than a damped Lyα absorber (DLA) at the same location (which falls off like [λ obs /∆λ obs ]
2 ). This is because of the large sizes of the IGM damping wing absorbers: at large wavelength offsets, a longer path length is able to contribute, which moderates the decline (Miralda-Escudé 1998). It is this property that (one hopes) will allow us to distinguish IGM absorption from neutral gas within the host galaxies of GRBs, for example.
A common alternative approach to ours (where we have explicitly broken up the LOS into ionized and neutral patches) is to assume that the damping wing averages over a sufficiently long path length so that the sum over the patches can be replaced by an average neutral fraction,xD:
or in the asymptotic limit of I(x), in analogy with equation (3),
where z b1 and R b1 denote the edge of the closest neutral gas and ze and Re denote the largest distance at which neutral gas sits (the result is, however, quite insensitive to ze, as long as ze ≈ z b1 ). In this simple picture, the spectral profile of the absorption is wellknown. The basic measurement is then to extract z b1 (or R b1 ) and xD from a fit to τD(z). It is commonly assumed in the literature thatxD will be an accurate and unbiased estimator ofxHI; in the remainder of this paper, we will critically examine these expectations. Of course, in principle a much more sophisticated fit may be performed with many R bi and Rei. However, in practice the dependence on any individual element (other than R b1 ) is small, and adding more parameters will rapidly weaken constraints from the fit.
SOME ILLUSTRATIVE TOY MODELS
We begin by constructing a series of toy models, using the approximate form of the damping wing optical depth in equation (3), that will show the basic features of the measurement. For this simple case, we will define the apparent neutral fractionxD by equating the right hand sides of equations (3) and (5) and taking the Re → ∞ limit in the latter:
where we have assumed that the only second parameter measurable from the absorption profile is the location of the near edge of neutral gas, R b1 . 1 We will also assume that the summation extends to infinity, although this does not affect our conclusions.
Bias in the Inferred Neutral Fraction
To begin, we consider a model where the IGM is divided into ionized and neutral patches of fixed lengths R b and f R b , respectively, where f ≡xHI/(1 −xHI) ensures that the mean neutral fraction along the given line of sight isxHI. For all of our toy models, we will assume that the source sits in the middle of its host bubble, so R b1 = R b /2; keep in mind, however, that this does not affect our results because we have assumed that R b1 is independently measured from the data. In reality, more sophisticated techniques may be needed to constrain R b1 (e.g. ). Equation (6) then becomes
The short-dashed line in Figure 1 shows the difference (xD − xHI) for this model as a function of the true average neutral fraction,xHI. It is obviously not a particularly good estimator. The error peaks at ∼ 0.3 whenxHI ∼ 0.5 (although note that the fractional error continues to increase asxHI → 0). We see thatxD overestimates the neutral fraction, because the nearest material dominates the absorption. In the "true" model, this material is always fully neutral and so absorbs considerably more radiation than would be expected in a simple, uniformly ionized model.
The thin dotted curves in Figure 1 show explicitly that this bias does not depend on our use of the approximate equation (3). Here we take the full expression for τD(z) (i.e. we estimatexD by equating the right hand sides of equations 1 and 4) but consider the same sequence of ionized and neutral regions. The three curves assume R b = 1, 10, and 30 Mpc, from bottom to top. All also only include neutral patches at z > 6 (with the source at zs = 9). Obviously, the 1/R model is an excellent estimate. Interestingly, the bias is only a weak function of the actual size of the patches, although it does increase slowly with R b . This suggests that the bias can probably be studied fairly robustly.
The solid line represents a slightly more sophisticated model. Here we keep the ionized patches at a fixed size R b but draw the length of each neutral patch from a uniform distribution over the range [0, 2f R b ]; thus the mean neutral fraction is stillxHI, but different lines of sight construct it in different ways. In this case,
The solid curve shows the bias in the neutral fraction measurement for such a model. It is typically about half that of the model with fixed path lengths, although the two converge at smallxHI. The bias is smaller in this case because the shorter neutral path lengths decrease the apparent absorption by a larger factor than longer segments increase it, and the absorption is weighted more heavily to nearby gas. Next, we take a model where the ionized patches have a fixed size R b but draw the length of each neutral patch from an exponential distribution, with expectation value f R b . In this case, the probability distribution of u = R ek /R b is
and zero elsewhere. The minimum of u is set by the (k − 1) ionized bubbles that precede this edge, plus the R b /2 region immediately surrounding the source. Because the ionized patches have fixed size,
The long-dashed line in Figure 1 shows the resulting bias. Again, it is much reduced from the case with fixed neutral patch sizes and is similar in magnitude to the uniformly distributed case. However, the bias in this model tends to be larger at smallxHI and smaller at largexHI. This is because the long tail of thick absorbers allowed in the exponential model is quite significant when most absorbers are narrow. However, when most absorbers are thick (at highxHI), the larger probability of narrow absorbers tends to decrease the bias.
Our final toy model allows both the sizes of the neutral patches and the ionized patches to be exponentially distributed, with expectation values f R b and R b , respectively. In this case, the distributions p ek (u) can also be written analytically, but there is no simple pattern with k as in equation (10). We therefore simply present the resulting bias as the dot-dashed curve in Figure 1 . It is nearly the same as the model with fixed ionized patch size atxHI > ∼ 0.6: in this regime, the neutral patches are much thicker and so their scat- Fractional scatter in neutral fraction measurements using the damping wing, including only the contribution from the first neutral region. The solid and long-dashed curves assume that the width of the region is uniformly and exponentially distributed, respectively (as in Fig. 1 ).
ter dominates. On the other hand, at small neutral fractions, the bias is much smaller in this model, because the ionized bubbles become on average larger than their neutral neighbors.
2
The different biases between our toy models illustrated in Figure 1 show that the bias does carry some information on the distribution of neutral and ionized gas. In principle, an independent measurement ofxHI would then allow additional constraints on the reionization morphology. However, this is likely to be a difficult game, because the differences are modest in the realistic models.
Scatter in the Measurements
Our last three models draw path lengths from different distributions; in addition to the bias, they will also therefore have scatter intrinsic to the measurement ofxD. This is more difficult to estimate analytically, because there is significant covariance between the locations of the different neutral patches (even without covariance in their individual lengths, the ith neutral patch must occur before the [i + 1]th). For a simple estimate, however, we note that most of the absorption (on average ∼ 80% in our toy models) comes from the first region, so we take the variance of the first term in the sum in equation (6). Again, more sophisticated treatments are possible but not necessary given our access to simulations that include many more effects than we can hope to add to analytic models. Figure 2 shows the standard deviation in these measurements, normalized to the true ionized fraction, for two of our models from §3.1. The solid line assumes that the sizes of the ionized patches are fixed but that the sizes of the uniform patches are uniformly distributed; the short-dashed line assumes that the latter are exponentially distributed. Here we see that the fractional scatter increases as Damping wing absorption profiles, as a function of fractional wavelength offset from the source (at redshift z S ). The thick curves show the "true" absorption profiles forx HI = 0.9, 0.5, and 0.1 (for the dashed, solid, and dotted curves, respectively). Note that the two dashed curves overlap and are practically indistinguishable. The corresponding thin curves show the absorption profiles for uniformly ionized IGM normalized to the same transmission at z S . The dot-dashed curve shows the profile of a DLA, normalized to the same transmission as thex HI = 0.1 curves at z S .
xHI → 0 (although, just as with the bias, the actual value of σx HI peaks atxHI ∼ 0.5).
Interestingly, the scatter is larger for the exponentially distributed model -unlike the bias. This is because of the long tail allowed by the exponential distribution which becomes especially important at smallxHI: the variance of our uniform distribution is f 2 R 2 b /3, while the variance of the exponential distribution is f 2 R 2 b . Obviously, interpreting any observations in detail will require careful modeling of the underlying distribution.
As with the bias, the scatter evolves throughout reionization. However, it can be measured even without an independent estimate ofxHI and so can itself be used for further constraints: a large dispersion in the measuredxD is indicative of the final stages of reionization, for example.
The Absorption Profile
The final question we can address with our toy model is how the "picket fence" absorption characteristic of inhomogeneous reionization affects the damping wing absorption profile as a function of wavelength. Of course, in our more realistic models that allow a range of absorber sizes there will be a corresponding range of profiles, and with the large number of absorbers that are allowed it is not obvious how one would fit the results or even parameterize the possibilities. We therefore focus on the simplest model, in which the ionized and neutral regions have fixed sizes R b and f R b , respectively. Figure 3 shows several example profiles as a function of the fractional wavelength offset from the source Lyα line center (at a redshift zS). The thick curves are taken from our toy model; the dashed, solid, and dotted curves takexHI = 0.9, 0.5, and 0.1, respectively. The thin curves show the corresponding profiles for a uniformly ionized IGM, beginning the same distance from the galaxy, and with an assumed neutral fractionxD. Thus, they are normalized to have the same transmission as the "true" curves at the redshift of the galaxy.
The profiles are nearly identical whenxHI is large, but in the middle and end stages of reionization the toy model has steeper absorption than a uniformly ionized IGM, allowing slightly more transmission redward of the source wavelength. This is not surprising: as described above, the gentle decline of the damping wing occurs because longer columns contribute to the absorption of photons far to the red. In the picket-fence picture, photons far from zS are sensitive to such a large column that they average over many ionized patches. This also explains why the effect becomes more and more important at smallerxHI, as more and more of the relevant absorbing gas is absent when the neutral patches are narrow and widely separated.
One possible worry is confusion of the damping-wing absorption with DLAs in the host galaxies of GRBs; separating the two sources of absorption requires that they have significantly different profiles (e.g., Totani et al. 2006) . The dot-dashed curve in Figure 3 shows a DLA profile with τ (zs) normalized to the optical depth in our picket-fence model withxHI = 0.1, where the true profile is steepest. In this case, the picket-fence model is about midway between the DLA and IGM expectations, so we would expect that clearly separating IGM and DLA absorption will become significantly more difficult toward the end of reionization. However, whenxHI > ∼ 0.25, the picket-fence absorption is much closer to the naively expected IGM behavior than to the DLA behavior. (Of course, if the DLA is centered at zS, it will obscure much more of the line profile -but this shows that they can be distinguished, at least in principle.) Figure 4 shows the differences in more detail. We plot T pf − Tu, where T pf is the transmission in the picket-fence model and Tu is the transmission for a uniformly ionized IGM, normalized to the same optical depth at zS. Panel (a) shows the residuals for several different ionized fractions with R b held constant (as in Fig. 3 ), while panel (b) varies R b while holdingxHI constant.
The deviations are typically at most a few percent, with the biggest differences when (z − zS)/(1 + zS) < ∼ 0.02. Of course, this is also the region most likely to be contaminated by an absorber in the host galaxy, so it is not clear how well this part of the deviation can be detected. At redder wavelengths, the differences are < ∼ 2%, so they will require extremely high signal-to-noise spectra to detect them cleanly.
The differences at small offsets from zS are much larger for smaller bubbles, even though the bias in the estimated neutral fraction is nearly independent of R b (see Fig. 1 ). This is because, when the first neutral patch is large, most of these photons are efficiently absorbed inside of it. When the patch is small, the effective column decreases relatively rapidly. Note that the strongest differences in the profiles, especially at small wavelength offsets, are due to R b . Thus most of the variations in the spectral shape will help to pin down the bubble size (which we have assumed can be measured independently). This suggests that it will be difficult to use variations in the shape to measurexD more accurately, at least not in any straightforward fashion.
It is obvious from this section that the damping wing spectra contain more information than just the location of the nearest neutral gas, R b1 , andxD (which we have assumed to be the two observables). However, it is not clear whether higher-order differences can be measured in practice, because of the finite signal-tonoise to be expected from these sources and because of intervening absorption in the host galaxy itself. This is especially true because the number of extra parameters required is large: for example, we have found that including only the first neutral region leads to residuals of similar magnitude to those in Figure 4 (though with the opposite sign, because such a procedure always underestimates the total amount of absorption). Thus an accurate fit would require adding the contributions from many neutral patches, each with unknown location and width.
Moreover, there will of course be scatter in the profiles at a given (xD, R b1 ) because of scatter in the sizes of ionized and neutral patches. In the following we will therefore take the simpleminded viewpoint that only these two quantities can be measured, although we will use our simulations to measure the dispersion in the profiles. We defer a more detailed investigation of parameter estimation to future work.
SEMI-NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS
In the remainder of the paper, we will use more reliable and physically-motivated calculations of inhomogeneous reionization that incorporate the full geometry of the IGM to examine the same issues of bias and scatter in damping wing measurements. We use an excursion-set approach combined with first-order Lagrangian perturbation theory to efficiently generate density, velocity, halo, and ionization fields at z = 9. This "semi-numerical" simulation is presented in Mesinger & Furlanetto (2007a) , to which we refer the reader for details. A similar halo-finding scheme has also been presented by Bond & Myers (1996) and a similar scheme to generate ionization fields has been presented by Zahn et al. (2007) .
Our simulation box is 250 Mpc on a side, with the final density, velocity and ionization fields having grid cell sizes of 0.5 Mpc. Halos with a total mass M ≥ 2.2 × 10 8 M⊙ are filtered out of the linear density field using excursion-set theory, with mass scales spaced as ∆M/M = 1.2. Note that we are able to resolve halos with masses less than a factor of two from the cooling mass likely to be pertinent mid-reionization, corresponding to gas with a temperature of T ∼ 10 4 K (e.g. Efstathiou 1992; Thoul & Weinberg 1996; Gnedin 2000; Shapiro et al. 1994) . Halo locations are then adjusted using first-order Lagrangian perturbation theory. The resulting halo field matches both the mass function and statistical clustering properties of halos in N-body simulations (Mesinger & Furlanetto 2007a) .
In constructing the ionization field, the IGM is modeled as a two-phase medium, comprised of fully ionized and fully neutral regions (this is a fairly accurate assumption in the context of damping wing absorption before the end of reionization, unless the X-ray background is rather strong). Using the same halo field at z = 9, we generate ionization fields corresponding to different values ofxHI by varying a single efficiency parameter, ζ, again using the excursion-set approach (c.f. Mesinger & Furlanetto 2007a; ).
This semi-numeric method is thus ideally suited to the damping wing problem, because we are able to "resolve" relatively small halos and simultaneously sample a large, representative volume of ionized bubbles.
Our procedure for computing τD is fully described in Mesinger & Furlanetto (2007b) , with a couple of minor differences noted below; note that similar results were also obtained by using full radiative transfer simulations. We use equation (1) to calculate the Lyα optical depth for each neutral hydrogen patch, summing the contributions of patches along the LOS for 200 Mpc or until the first neutral patch is encountered, whichever comes last, 3 wrapping around the simulation box if needed. We construct distributions of τD for halo mass scales in the range 2.5 × 10 9 -2.4 × 10 10 M⊙ and for various ionization topologies (i.e.xHI). We make sure to process LOSs from every halo of a particular mass scale, cycling through the halo list until each mass scale undergoes a minimum of 3 × 10 4 such Monte Carlo realizations. Unlike Mesinger & Furlanetto (2007b) , we do not include the peculiar velocities of halos in estimating τD. 
RESULTS
In this section, we use the semi-numeric simulations to revisit the issues of bias and scatter raised in §3. We begin by illustrating the 3 This number was chosen experimentally in order to ensure convergence of the τ D distributions at the mass scales and neutral fractions studied in this work. 4 Ignoring velocities simplifies the analysis, since we are guaranteed not to have halos whose Lyα line centers have Doppler shifted into resonance in the neutral IGM. For such objects, the damping wing could still be recovered by looking further redward in their spectra. The same fundamental quantities (especially an analog ofx D ) could still be measured from such sources, but they would need to be re-parameterized. For the purposes of our statistical analysis it is useful to compare absorption at a single redshift offset across all objects, which we take to be the line center, z S . We have verified that including halo peculiar velocities mainly serves to increase the scatter at high neutral fractions, when HII bubbles are small, as expected from the preceding argument. The inclusion of velocities is uncertain in any case because we ignore the possibility of galactic winds and correlations of the velocity field on large scales. difficulty involved in accurately estimatingxHI in an inhomogeneously ionized IGM. We have already seen that there is a deterministic and accurate mapping (R b1 , τD) ↔xD =xHI (c.f. eq. 4) in a uniformly ionized IGM. However, as discussed previously, under the more realistic picket-fence IGM absorption scenario, this mapping becomes stochastic. To illustrate this, in Figure 5 , we show a scatter plot of the distance to the nearest neutral clump, R b1 , as a function of the damping wing optical depth. Each panel was created using 1000 randomly chosen LOSs in several different phases of reionization:xHI = 0.72, 0.51, 0.26 (top to bottom). The large scatter in R b1 at some fixed τD(zS) is one source of difficulties with damping wing measurements: it implies that LOSs with identical apparent optical depths (at a specified wavelength) pass through very different patterns of HI. As the analytic models predicted in the previous section, this scatter increases with decreasinḡ xHI.
The Distribution of the Inferred Neutral Fraction
In Figure 6 , we plot the probability distribution of δx D ≡ (xD/xHI − 1) for several different phases of reionization:xHI = 0. 20, 0.26, 0.34, 0.42, 0.51, 0.61, 0.72 (right to left at large δx D ). The mean of δx D is greater than zero for all phases, as predicted by the toy models in the previous section:xD >xHI. In addition, the bias and scatter increase as reionization progresses. Note also that the probability distributions of δx D are highly non-gaussian due to the restricted range 0 ≤xD ≤ 1.
The small spike at δx D = 4 in thexHI = 0.2 distribution results from LOSs containing a single neutral patch at the end of their path length, to which our prescription assignsxD = 1. In reality, the optical depth along such LOSs is so small that τD (and especially R b1 ) would probably not be measurable in the first place, and in any case our assumptions of fully ionized bubbles and a constant xHI along each geodesic break down in this regime. However such LOSs comprise less than 0.7% of the total atxHI = 0.2, the smallest neutral fraction we study, and so do not significantly affect the statistical estimates below. We do note that the abundance of these LOSs does depend on our semi-numeric algorithm. In this example, the algorithm of Zahn et al. (2007) has 14% of LOSs in this regime atxHI = 0.2. However, if these unusual LOSs (which are, as we have argued, probably useless for this measurement) are removed from the sample, both algorithms agree on the net bias.
In Figure 7 , we plot the bias expressed as (xD −xHI) (top panel), and the fractional scatter inxD (bottom panel). The solid curve is generated from all of the LOSs. This net bias is always positive and matches our toy model with exponentially distributed neutral patches fairly well. However, we do not see evidence for a turnover at smallxHI, and the simulation curve also increases somewhat more slowly then the toy model.
The first of these differences has a simple explanation. Weak damping wing absorption might not be detectable with finite signalto-noise observations (or it may not be separable from an uncertain source continuum), and the corresponding sources would likely be labeled as post-reionization objects. Thus, the dot-dashed curve is generated by settingxD = 0 for LOSs with τD(zS) < 0.1 (see Mesinger & Furlanetto 2007b for the total optical depth distributions). Imposing a minimum value of τD imposes a minimum on xD, so the bias starts decreasing at lowxHI. As the neutral fraction decreases, the number of these LOSs increases rapidly; eventually, the apparent distribution will divide into a large set of apparently absorption-free spectra and a few spectra where the inferred neutral fraction is large. Of course, both sets must be taken into account to yield the strongest constraints.
We also note that the absolute value of the bias is not particularly important, so long as it can be calibrated through simulations like this one. The crucial point will be to understand the sample and the model well enough to perform this calibration; otherwise Fractional scatter inx D . In both panels, the solid curve is generated from all LOSs, the dashed (dotted) curve is generated from LOSs with τ D (z S ) < 5 (1), and the dot-dashed curve is generated assumingx D = 0 for LOSs with τ D (z S ) < 0.1. Note that the total mean bias is always positive, but removing parts of the distribution to mimic real observational data sets can drive the apparent mean bias to negative values at largex HI . systematic uncertainties will remain in the interpretation of the observations. As noted above, the assumptions inherent in the particular radiative transfer or semi-numerical algorithm used to generate the ionization field become increasingly important atxHI ∼ < 0.2; thus we predict that damping wing measurements in axHI ∼ < 0.1 universe will be very difficult to interpret. We have not extended our models to this regime because our semi-numerical algorithm is no longer very robust (as the comparison to the Zahn et al. 2007 algorithm above shows) and because evolution across the line of sight will play an increasingly important role; a "light-cone" analysis will probably be required for such a regime.
On the other hand, real-world instruments are not infinitely sensitive, so samples generated by Lyα emission line searches (e.g., narrow band surveys) might only contain objects whose optical depth is less than some maximum value following from the instrumental sensitivity. To model this possibility, the dashed and dotted curves in Figure 7 are generated only from LOSs with τD(zS) < 5 and 1, respectively. Note that the apparent bias calculated from such truncated distributions becomes negative at largexHI, because imposing a maximum τD also imposes a maximum onxD (for a given R b1 ).
The fractional scatter is comparable for all the curves. It increases most steeply at low values ofxHI for the dot-dashed curve, because settingxD = 0 for LOSs with weak absorption induces a bi-modal distribution ofxD, with small values ofxD shifting to a spike atxD = 0 (c.f. Fig. 6 ). Again, the scatter can be calibrated with these types of models, but it requires fairly large samples to interpret the red damping wing reliably. (11), fit using two points at z = z S and z = z S + 0.1. Panels assumex HI = 0.72, 0.51, 0.26 (top to bottom). The horizontal lines denote α = 1, as would be expected from a uniformly ionized IGM.
The Damping Wing Profile
In §3.3 we noted that our toy models of picket-fence absorption produce a steeper absorption profile than expected in a homogeneously ionized IGM. Here we confirm and further quantify this result using our semi-numerical simulations. Specifically, we parametrize the absorption profile as (c.f. eq. 3):
Note from eq. (3) that in the homogenously ionized IGM, α = 1; however, from Fig. 3 , we expect that during patchy reionization the mean power law indexᾱ is greater than unity. To test this with our simulations, we perform a simple two point power law fit to the profile shape, calculating τD(zS) and τD(zS + 0.1). A scatter plot of the resulting power law index, α, from 1000 randomly chosen LOSs is shown in Figure 8 . Panels assumexHI = 0.72, 0.51, 0.26 (top to bottom). It is obvious from the figure that indeedᾱ > 1, with the profile steepening and the scatter increasing as reionization progresses. Note also that the mean and scatter of α change withxHI, even at fixed τD(zS). Although LOSs can have similar integrated HI columns lengths at different epochs of reionization, the distribution of neutral hydrogen along this subset of LOSs does evolve. In general, LOSs intersect a fewer number of longer neutral patches at highxHI than LOSs with the same τD at lowxHI. Shorter neutral patches, especially those close to R b1 , translate in turn into a steeper absorption profile (see the discussion in §3.3).
Of course, the systematic variation of α withxHI implies that the spectral shape can also be used to constrain the latter. However, because the dispersion in profiles is always at least as large as the differences in the means (even at fixed τD), it will require large samples to take advantage of this information. Mesinger & Furlanetto (2007b) showed that the mean and dispersion of τD(zS) were functions of halo mass at a fixed neutral fraction. Most of this variation is due to differences in the HII bubbles that these halos reside in (because larger halos are more clustered and so tend to sit in larger bubbles; . But any excess difference would lead to another bias in the interpretation of damping wings.
Variation with Halo Mass
In Figure 9 , we plot the probability distributions of δx D ≡ (xD/xHI − 1) generated from LOSs originating in halos with masses M = 2.6×10 11 , 2.5×10 10 , and 2.3×10 9 M⊙ (thick to thin curves), at several different phases of reionization:xHI = 0.26, 0.51, 0.72 (right to left at large δx D ). The M = 2.6×10
11 M⊙ halos are the largest halos in our simulation at z = 9, with our 250 Mpc box containing eight of them.
There are clearly some differences in the inferred values of xD from the different types of halos: LOSs originating from more massive halos have somewhat narrower distributions, with smaller means, at fixedxHI. This is because more massive halos generally sit inside larger bubbles (with larger R b1 ) and so the Lyα absorption cross-section is flatter when photons enter their first neutral patch. As discussed previously, it is the varying cross-section that causes the bias and scatter in measurements; if the Lyα crosssection were completely flat,xD would always equalxHI.
However, Figure 9 also shows that the distributions are much more sensitive toxHI than to the halo mass and hence can be robustly used to estimatexHI from observational data sets even with little or no knowledge about the underlying halo. But the overall bias does have a non-negligible dependence on mass, so such information will be useful. We quantify this in Figure 10 , where the solid curves correspond to the same three mass scales as in Figure 9 : M = 2.6×10 11 , 2.5×10 10 , and 2.3×10 9 M⊙ (thick to thin, or bottom to top). The mean bias,xD −xHI, increases by a factor of ∼2 as the host mass scale is decreased from 2.6×10
11 to 2.3×10 M⊙, and the scatter at smallxHI also decreases somewhat. Thus, if the properties of the host halo can be measured, it will certainly help to extract stronger constraints. In the following subsection, we examine such a special case.
Quasars
As mentioned in the introduction, already claim to have detected damping wings in two highredshift quasars. Their model assumed a uniform UV background flux for the purposes of calculating the damping wing, so their final constraint is comparable in spirit to ourxD parameter, though it is not clear if their results are dominated by the damping wing profile shape or the inferred τD (and likewise xD), the later being partially degenerate with other free parameters in the analysis. Obviously, it would be interesting to study the effectiveness of such damping wing constraints when an inhomogeneously ionized IGM is included, even more so considering that they can be applied to future high-redshift data sets. Note that, although our semi-numerical simulation boxes are at zS = 9, well beyond the SDSS (and possibly future) quasars, the ionization topology and optical depth statistics are weak functions of redshift in this range Mesinger & Furlanetto 2007b) .
Unlike normal galaxies, which are the focus of most of this work, bright quasars lie in highly biased regions with correspondingly large R b1 . We have already seen in Figures 9 and 10 that this decreases the scatter and bias. In Figure 10 , the thick curves show the bias and scatter computed from LOSs originating from the most massive halos in our simulation box, M = 2.6 × 10 11 M⊙. For the present analysis, where the bright quasar necessarily produces a large HII region, we are interested only in rare LOSs with large R b1 . To guarantee convergence of our measurements in these unusual cases, we extend our path length of integration to 400 Mpc, although we find that this only has a noticeable effect for thexHI = 0.2 data point. The thick solid line was created using all LOSs. The dashed lines were created using the subset of LOSs with R b1 > 40 Mpc, typical of the high-z SDSS quasars.
5
Both the bias and the scatter decrease compared with the solid curve. Requiring that R b1 be large means that the Lyα absorption cross-section at R b1 is flatter than usual, with (xD −xHI) smaller by ∼ 0.05 throughout. We caution however that the curves in Figure 10 are calculated at zS; thus if one is estimating xD blueward of the line center (i.e. using τD(z < zS)), the bias is likely to lie somewhere between the solid and dashed curves. Note also that the bias shown with the dashed curve becomes negative atxHI ∼ > 0.6 (see Fig. 7 and discussion thereof). The dotted lines in Fig. 10 were also created using LOSs with R b1 > 40 Mpc, but with the additional assumption thatxD = 0 for LOSs with τD(zS) < 0.01.
6
Having an effective minimum τD results in the same decrease of bias and increase in scatter as was seen in Figure 7 .
DISCUSSION
In this paper, we have examined how the shape of the Lyα red damping wing can be used to constrain the IGM before reionization is complete. In the past, it has usually been assumed that the absorbing gas can be well-approximated by a uniform density medium with constant ionized fraction. However, recent reionization models have shown that ionized bubbles can be quite large, so the latter is not a good approximation. We have therefore critically examined how well the damping wing constrains the neutral fraction during inhomogeneous reionization.
We have identified two major issues with its interpretation. First, there is substantial scatter in the optical depth along different lines of sight. Most of this is due to the scatter in the distance between the source and the nearest patch of neutral gas; however, there is still non-negligible scatter even if this distance can be measured from the shape of the damping wing. In our semi-numeric simulations, the fractional r.m.s. fluctuation inxHI thus estimated increases from 0.1 to 1 over the range 0.9 ∼ >x HI ∼ > 0.2. Fortunately, this statistical uncertainty can be reduced simply by finding more lines of sight.
The other problem is more severe: we have shown that the "picket-fence" absorption from inhomogeneous reionization adds a systematic, and often large, bias to measurements of the neutral fraction. Although the damping wing is indeed sensitive to a large path length through the IGM, it is most sensitive to the closest gas. As a result, simple fits to the damping wing will always overestimate the true neutral fraction in a partially ionized universe, with an error of ∼ 30% near the middle of reionization. This bias is generic to any inhomogeneous model. The bias is reduced and can even become negative if observations only probe a subset of the entire halo population, such as quasars with large HII regions.
Both the systematic and statistical uncertainty can be reduced
5 LOSs with such large R b1 are very rare at highx HI and our box only contains them whenx HI ∼ < 0.75. 6 Note that we assume the damping wing is studied blueward of the Lyα line center for quasars, so its footprint can be non-negligible even with a small line-center optical depth τ D (z S ). τ D (z S ) ∼ 0.01 would roughly be expected ifx HI ∼ 0.1 and R b1 ∼ 40 Mpc, as in the observed systems.
by a careful fit to the damping wing spectral profile, which is typically steeper than the naively expected (∆λ obs ) −1 profile. However, because the absorption typically comes from many neutral patches, a large number of parameters are required for a detailed fit, and given the relatively modest difference from the expected behavior, these will be difficult to measure, probably only possible in systems with intrinsically large optical depths. Moreover, the scatter in the profiles, even at fixed τD, is sufficient that large samples will be required to put strong constraints on reionization from the spectral shape.
Of course, the bias and scatter also depend onxHI and so can, at least in principle, be used to constrain it. For example, large dispersion in the inferred neutral fractions could be an indicator of xHI < ∼ 0.2. If an independent estimate ofxHI exists, one could reverse the direction of analysis, and use the bias and scatter to constrain the reionization model and topology.
Fortunately, for a given model of reionization, the dispersion and bias can be calibrated by theoretical models. We therefore argue that the most efficient way to constrain reionization with the damping wing is through comparison with detailed models. Of course, any such constraints will be model-dependent, but we believe that the morphology of reionization is now sufficiently wellunderstood (see, e.g., ) that these uncertainties will likely not dominate the statistical uncertainties from the small number of accessible sources, at least in the relatively near future. For example, the reionization morphology is nearly independent of redshift ). Also, we have found only a modest dependence of the xD distribution on halo mass (mostly due to the variation in bubble size with mass). However, toward the end of reionization, when the absorption is dominated by rare, narrow sheets of neutral hydrogen, the details of the radiative transfer algorithm (or an approximation to it, as in our models) and of the sample selection will be extremely important. Nevertheless, the task is challenging, as the damping wing profile must be separated from the rapidly varying resonance absorption for quasars (as in or from intrinsic absorbers for GRBs. Fortunately, in the latter case ∼ 20% of moderate-redshift GRBs have only modest absorbers and will still be useful for these purposes (Chen et al. 2007) .
So far, the damping wing analysis has been performed on three high-redshift quasars: J1148+5251 (zS = 6.42), J1030+0524 (zS = 6.28), J1623+3112 (zS = 6.22) , as well as GRB 050904 (zS ≈ 6.3) Totani et al. 2006) . This paper highlights the need to calibrate these and future damping wing analysis with simulations of the reionization morphology. Obviously we cannot set firm constraints without detailed simulations of the observations. Nevertheless, the mean bias we find from our simulations seems to work in the direction of strengthening the upper limit (onxHI) from the Totani et al. (2006) measurements, and weakening the lower limit from the constraints atxHI ∼ < 0.6 (although, interestingly, it would strengthen them ifxHI ∼ > 0.6; see the sign change for the bias in Fig. 10) . Conversely, the steeperthan-expected absorption profile seems to work in the direction of weakening the Totani et al. (2006) constraints (especially because it must be distinguished from strong internal absorption) while strengthening the constraints. The absorption profile might be more relevant than the bias for these studies, as an overall bias can be partially degenerate with other free parameters in the fit: that is, when the absorption profile can be detected to high precision, its shape will certainly be use-ful in constrainingxHI. The scatter in both effects would probably somewhat erode the confidence contours for all of these studies. On the other hand, our model predicts large scatter between different LOSs at the end of reionization, which is consistent with the measurements at z ∼ 6.3. More precise limits will require simultaneous fits to the intrinsic absorption and the range of possible IGM absorber profiles, and we defer them to future work.
Another intriguing possibility is to try to measure damping wing characteristics from stacked spectra of many Lyα-emitting galaxies. have shown that the wing shape is difficult to separate from uncertainties in the line for individual objects, and the scatter we have described will also make the interpretation of individual faint emitters problematic. But, if the characteristics of the population are relatively constant, stacking may increase the signal to noise sufficiently to allow a detection of a "mean" damping wing at each redshift, even far redward of line center.
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